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Description Stock #377362 - Clean! Low Miles! Great little camper that's ready for your next
camping trip! Basement storage! Ford Powered! Fun to drive and much more
included!!Embark on your next adventure with the 2011 Sunseeker M-2900, a
versatile and well-maintained Class C RV. This 29.8 foot beauty is the perfect
companion for your travels, offering a combination of convenience, comfort, and
mechanical reliability.With its 29-ft size, this Sunseeker is perfectly suited for
state park adventures and campsite exploration. Navigate with ease and enjoy
the flexibility to access a variety of scenic locations.Experience comfort on the
road with the ability to walk around a spacious bed. The interior layout is
designed to optimize living space, ensuring a cozy and enjoyable environment
during your travels.Rest assured, this RV is mechanically sound with no reported
problems. A well-maintained engine and systems contribute to a worry-free
journey, allowing you to focus on the joy of exploration.This Sunseeker M-2900
has successfully served a single woman driver, demonstrating its ease of
handling and maneuverability. Whether you're a solo traveler or accompanied by
friends, this RV offers a user-friendly driving experience.Discover the freedom of
the open road with the 2011 Sunseeker M-2900. Perfect for state parks,
mechanically sound, and solo traveler friendly, this RV is ready to accompany you
on your next adventure. Contact us to make an offer or schedule a showing and
make this versatile Class C RV yours today.We are looking for people all over the
country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our product
and like the idea of working from home, please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot]
com to learn more.This listing has now been on the market a couple months.
Please submit any and all offers today!Reason for selling is not using.You have
questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to discuss this RV.Selling
your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell thousands of units
every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll get started selling
your RV today.
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2011 Class C Forest River Sunseeker $39,450
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Basic information Year: 2011
Stock Number: 377362
VIN Number: rvusa-377362
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 29

Item address 93012, Camarillo, California, United States
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